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Over the past few years, MCC has experienced a lot of internal changes. With change comes a
lot of growth, but not without arduous work and determination from the entire team. The spark
to these changes occurred when Scot and Mark McClone decided to pass along leadership
within our company. Alongside this leadership change was a major revamp in the way we
shared resources, experience and information. The goal was and continues to be: Open lines
of communication so that every area of the company has a voice as well as access to the collective experience within our company. The combined years of experience and knowledge within McClone Construction is something we should all take advantage of and take great pride
in. We recognized the clear disadvantage of not sharing this knowledge and expertise between
each area. The question was, how do we implement this to make an immediate impact?
Focusing on communication outside the walls of each local office was where we started. Since
the initial revamp, we have encouraged peer visits and the cross pollination of: Office Training,
Engineering Meetings, Operational Collectives, Preconstruction Summits, Specific Area Supt.
Meetings, even Foreman Meetings. With all these venues and forums, there is still one main
hurdle. Reaching the most important individuals within our team: YOU!
Our hope is that this publication CONNECTS us all. And that it brings us closer to accomplishing the main goal we set out for ourselves just a few years ago. We look forward to upcoming
issues of CONNECTS sharing individual and team oriented accolades, experiences and accomplishments.
It’s an honor to be a part of the team we have today, which we have all had a hand in creating.
We strongly believe that each and every Team Member of McClone is needed to achieve our
goal. We each bring a new perspective as well as years of knowledge that together will help us
grow and succeed. It is not just one or a few, but ALL of us who have made McClone Construction the company it is today.
Grant Orr— Chief Operating Officer
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M CCLONE M I SS IO N S TAT EM E NT
To consistently meet or exceed our clients’ expectation through safe
work practices, professionalism, cooperation and quality that is
unmatched in our industry.
Our Commitments:
Providing a safe and healthy work environment for every Team Member
Building an organization that has an infinite life span and provides the opportunity for any Team Member to
achieve their goals
Respecting the importance of profit as the catalyst that allows us to achieve all other commitments
Maintaining a flat organizational structure
Creating an atmosphere of teamwork while respecting the individuality of our fellow Team Members
Putting forth the effort necessary to achieve the lowest possible cost in all our operations without sacrificing
other commitments
Building strong and lasting relationships with our team and clients through respect and professionalism
Striving for continuous improvement
Making decisions which enhance our opportunity for profitable growth

CORE VALUES
INTEGRITY
The quality of being honest and having strong
moral principles. Following thru with what you
say you will do and doing what’s right when
others are not looking.

SAFETY
A strong commitment to protect our TM’s
from danger, risk, and injury. Believing that all
injuries can be avoided with proper training,
awareness of surrounding environments, and
the effort to guard TM’s from known dangers.

RESPECT
Regard and consideration for Team Members
and associates who you work with due to
their abilities, qualities, achievements and
team relationship.

PROFESSIONALISM

PERFORMANCE

The highest level of competence and skill set
expected from McClone Team Members and
judged by our peers and clients. This
includes appearance, language &
communication, preparedness, knowledge,
attitude, and follow-through.

The fulfillment of company commitments with
quality, efficient work compared to known
standards.
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TEAM SAFET Y NEWS & S TATISTICS
MCC SAFETY TRAINED
SUPERVISOR OF CONSTRUCTION
Lately, you may have noticed some of McClone’s team members wearing a STSC sticker on their hard hat, or have seen
the STSC letters behind their name on their business card or
email signature.
The “Safety Trained Supervisor in Construction Certification” is
a nationally recognized safety certification achieved through
the Board of Certified Safety Professionals (BCSP). The certification is achieved by meeting minimum requirements for
training and experience, submitting an application for review
and passing an official exam.
Team Members who have achieved this certification have
proven they have the knowledge and skills to provide a safe
and healthful work environment on our projects.
McClone Construction Company has become a recognized
sponsor for the STSC with the BCSP and can be seen as such
at http://www.bcsp.org/About/STS-Sponsorship-Program
Companies who employ enough STSC certification holders are
recognized on this site. McClone Construction Company is
proud to be one of those companies.
Kevin Prosch—NCA Safety Manager

The following Team Members currently hold the certification.
Superintendents

Office Team
Joey Coleman, NCA Operations Manager
Ed Kenney, NCA Vice President
Matt Moravek, NCA Safety Coordinator
Lance Patchin, NCA Engineering Manager
Wes Peterson, NCA Project Manager
Kevin Prosch, NCA Safety Manager
Tom Rudfelt, NCA Senior Project Manager
Drew Schank, NCA Operations Manager
Daniel Navarro, NCA Safety Coordinator
Dan Cabot, WA Safety Manager
Joey Galariada, WA Safety Manager
Garth Hess, WA Operations Manager
Steve Murray, WA Operations Manager
Mike Danielson, WA Project Manager
Chance Oldenburg, CO Operations Manager
Victor Burciaga, CO Safety Coordinator

Heath Bishop, NCA Superintendent
Brandon Bonnifield, NCA Superintendent
Robert Bragg, NCA Superintendent
Dave Gosser, NCA Superintendent
Tom Ives, NCA Superintendent
Kyle Masiovecchio, NCA Superintendent
Val Timberlake, NCA Superintendent
Ivan Velichko, NCA Superintendent
Stephan Zanko, NCA Superintendent
Josh Hess, WA Superintendent
Kitt Pluard, WA Superintendent
Chris Town, WA Superintendent
Jon Wright, WA Superintendent
Anthony Underwood, CO Superintendent

Dave Gosser, NCA Superintendent

Eli Sprenger, CO Superintendent
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TEAM SAFET Y NEWS & S TATISTICS
MCC COLORADO RECEIVES ASSOCIATED
BUILDERS AND CONTRACTORS
STEP AWARD

MCC INJURY INCIDENT TRENDS
In 2016 McClone experienced 62 injury incidents of which 35
were classified as recordable. Through June 2017 we have
had 12 injury incidents of which 8 are recordable.
The definition of a recordable injury is any injury that results in
death, loss of consciousness, days away from work, restricted
duty or job transfer, or medical treatment beyond first aid.
Many first aid injuries are not recordable. Some examples
include; receiving a tetanus shot, using butterfly bandages to
close cuts rather than stitches, and flushing the eye or using
cotton swabs to remove foreign bodies before it gets the
chance to become infected.

Victor Burciaga, Safety Coordinator
Receiving the ABC STEP Gold Award
For the third consecutive year McClone’s Colorado team has
received the ABC STEP Gold Award. The ABC Safety Training
Evaluation Process (STEP) evaluates our company’s safety
training program and safety performance. The evaluation process grades our company based on leading indicator implementation and lagging indicator performance. A leading indicator is a measurable factor that reveals trends. Examples
include jobsite inspections and reporting of near miss incidents. A lagging indicator is simply a statistical result such as
a Recordable Incident Rate. Over the years ABC has used
STEP to determine if a focused effort on safety training and
leading indicators has had an impact on reducing workplace
injuries. The data overwhelmingly shows that a focused effort
in these areas will drastically reduce workplace injuries. The
data shows that contractors who implement a proactive safety
program based on leading indicators suffer injury rates over 7
times lower than the industry average! We are constantly
working to improve our programs to ultimately reduce work
place injuries. This award is evidence that a proactive safety
program with effective training and evaluation will lead to less
workplace injuries.
Travis Kauffman—CO Safety Director
More information and statistics on the ABC website.
http://www.abc.org/en-us/safety/safetyperformancereport.aspx

The diagram
shows the
distribution of
Team Member
injuries by
body part in
2016 and the
first half of
2017.

“We must continuously focus our efforts to eliminate all
injuries.”
As shown, the greatest number of injuries have occurred to
the hands and arms. Many of the arm injuries were bruises
and scrapes caused by being struck by or striking an object.
Most of the hand injuries were lacerations and contusions
caused by getting caught in a pinch point or having another
object dropped onto it.
While our total injuries thru the first half of 2017 are significantly lower than last year, we must continuously focus our
efforts to eliminate all injuries. Some of these focus items
include: following safe work procedures at all times; looking
out for hazards (I.E. pinch points/the unexpected movement
of objects around us/and poor housekeeping) and; ensuring
that new and inexperienced Team Members receive the proper training before allowed to perform a new task.
Dan Cabot— WA Safety Manager
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SHOWCASE

Southern California
NEW OFFICE LOCATION
2017 has been an exciting year of change and growth for the Southern
California Area.
One noteworthy achievement is the opening of our new office location in
Irvine. This location has given us the opportunity to better support
Southern California Team Members, as well as establish and strengthen
our relationships with the local clientele.
There is certainly no shortage of work to target with these clients. The
Greater Los Angeles Area has continued to sustain a very busy and diverse market. We are actively pursuing a wide variety of these projects,
ranging from downtown high rises to smaller office and residential buildings.
Altogether, the outlook for the area is extremely positive. A very enthusiastic and hungry McClone Team is looking forward to building on an
already well established reputation.
Dan Mester—SCA , Area Manager

RIVERSIDE EAST COUNTY DETENTION CENTER
The Riverside East County Detention Center, a partnership with
the Conco Companies, was a very challenging and successful
project for McClone.
Picture a wagon wheel, where the spokes are 25’ tall walls, and
slabs of the same 25’ shore height fill in the voids. Stack four of
these wheels on top of each other, bisect them with intermittent
mezzanine slabs, throw it in the desert; and you have a decent
representation of the project!
The complicated design was not the only difficult facet of the
job. Building in Indio, California is a challenge in itself. Superintendents Melvin Harris and Marcus Bryant did an excellent job
of managing a fast-paced schedule while working in a climate
that routinely experienced 120-degree heat and high winds.
Congratulations and a big thank you to the entire MCC team
involved with this project!
Dan Mester—SCA, Area Manager
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THE EXCHANGE
The Exchange was a large undertaking that totaled in just over 1,100,000 CSF, including
two 7-story buildings, two 13-story buildings, and a parking garage. Although there were
some hiccups along the way, the job ended up being successful due to the strong coordination between the field and the office teams.
The showpiece for The Exchange was its saw tooth cantilevered slab at the roof level of
one of the 7-story buildings, (pictured). This area alone took over 70 hours of engineering.
And thanks to the team members in the field, all the pieces were fabricated and set up
without any issues, and the cantilever was successfully poured.
Gap meetings before and during the project and the constant coordination between the
superintendents and the office team, allowed for any potential problems to be caught early
and dealt with as efficiently as possible. The teamwork and dedication shown by all the
McClone team members really made the project come together in a manner that we can
be proud of.

“The teamwork and
dedication shown by
all the McClone team
members really made
the project come
together in a manner
that we can be proud
of.”

Alfonso Arana—NCA Estimator

SHOWCASE

Northern California
M C C — C ONNECTS
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SHOWCASE

Washington/Oregon
8TH AND HOWELL
The 8th and Howell project was awarded to McClone in February 2017 by Sellen Construction. It will be the largest Hotel in the
city tied to the Convention Center and it will be branded a Hyatt Hotel with 1264 rooms and stands 46 stories tall.
MCC began its scope of work on Level-4 and will place 42 levels of horizontal deck, measuring roughly 870,601 CSF of slab.
This project started off at an extremely fast and furious pace, as MCC had to begin erecting falsework within roughly four weeks
of being given the notice to proceed.
To meet such a tight timeline, four engineers, additional superintendents and added office support were pulled off of other duties
to ensure the McClone field had everything they needed to get off on the right foot.
Currently, Mike Sangsland (Project Superintendent) and the MCC team are working to accelerate the pour cycle to help the overall project make up valuable schedule time. All of this while working through five levels of challenging escalator pour backs and
the installation of a heavy steel truss and transfer girders that complete the podium levels.
Mike Sangland and team have really embraced this fast paced project and continue to go above and beyond for the client to
make this a successful example of how McClone is a best in class formwork provider.
Michael Danielson– WA Project Manager

Picture Left to Right:
Jim Thompson,
Ramon Ortiz, Josh
Hess, Jose Lopez,
Kelly Gepner,
Emanuel Hernandez,
Jeff Dreon, Kyle
Ober, Nick Jolokai,
Garrett Jones, Ivan
Diaz, Fernando
Carrillo, Uriel
Carrillo, Julio
Rodriguez, Albert Jr
Franco, Mike
Sangsland.
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MCCLONE COLORADO OFFICE AND YARD
THORNTON, COLORADO
In addition to growing tired of the hour-long round trip to and
from the yard, the Colorado team was expanding and rapidly outgrowing the office. A change had to be made and new accommodations sought. As it turned out, the answer to both problems
was found in Thornton, CO!
Before the office moved to the newly purchased Thornton location, all of the yard material was moved and reorganized in the
new zip code. Shortly after, the office renovations began and we
awaited the move to a larger space and soon-to-be permanent
home.

Less than a year ago, McClone’s Colorado Office location
was settled in a rental building in the city of Wheat Ridge
with 10 offices, a reception area, and two conference areas. Snugly fit into the cozy office were 15 team members
hard at work. Roughly 30 minutes away, the yard was also
hard at work in Lafayette, CO.

With added office space came an even greater benefit, having
the yard at the same location! After a few months of construction
and design, McClone Colorado made it’s move in October of
2016 and never looked back.
Since the move, we’ve added three new team members to the
roster and have much enjoyed the ease of access to the yard only
feet from the office front door.
Allison Balsley— CO Project Coordinator

RAMBLE HOTEL
From scaling down a 30’ ladder to reach McClone’s 2 ½ level below grade
work area in the snowy Colorado winter season, to ground level with level
2 podium in the springtime, Superintendent, Anthony Underwood and
Project Manager, Brad Charvat – in tandem with their dedicated team –
completed 40,000 square feet of slabs and poured 2,825 yards of concrete in six months with no injuries.
The owner of the project will be leasing space to one of New York’s popular bars, Death & Co., as an anchor tenant at the hotel.
Through sedulous team work, strategically planned tasks, and a little bit
of elbow grease, the Ramble Hotel project finished on schedule, under
budget and with no injuries.
Way to go team!
Allison Balsley— CO Project Coordinator

SHOWCASE

Colorado
M C C — C ONNECTS
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SHOWCASE

Hawaii
WAIEA—HONOLULU, HI
The Howard Hughes Corporation is part of Honolulu’s new rail transit vision with its masterplanned community of 16 towers and 1 million square feet of retail space in the Kaka’ako neighborhood.

“The Waiea project

McClone Construction built the tower Waiea, or “water of life” that overlooks Ala Moana Beach
Park and stands 38 floors tall.

is an example of the

Along with the tower, the project includes a six-level parking garage and a five-level townhome
structure.

pulling together to

McClone Team

The unique shape of the tower is created by two floor plates extending off both sides of a large
trapezoidal shaped core.

overcome

The Ewa (East) side is fashioned with straight lines that stack up the structure, whereas the Diamondhead (West) side is composed of decks with undulating edges that vary from floor to floor,
and faced with a smooth transitioning glass curtain wall system.

client’s expectations

This gives the impression of a waterfall standing proud above the blue Hawaiian Pacific.

quality product “

challenges, fulfill
and provide a

The PERI Skytable system was selected by the McClone team for its ability to rapidly cycle up the
high rise to complete the structure within the baseline schedule.

WAIEA TEAM
The McClone field team at Waiea was star packed with talented people. Dave Pearce, General Superintendent, managed the overall project and lead the team.
Davis Browne, Superintendent, supported the team’s efforts by
providing support, leadership and knowledge to the field leaders before moving onto the Park Lane project at the Ala Moana Shopping
Center.
Jerson “JB” Basilio, Superintendent, oversaw the formwork installation of 38 floors with a total of 685,753 sf of slab.
Julius Cezar, Superintendent, supervised the large and challenging
core that was formed and poured in two separate halves.
Jason Alcantra, Residential Villas and Parking Structure Superintendent, oversaw the construction of the multi-level, highly architectural
residence villas and parking structure.
The Waiea project is an example of the McClone Team pulling together to overcome challenges, fulfill client’s expectations and provide a
quality product.
Thank you to all that contributed to this project!

Maegan Best—Project Coordinator
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THE STANDARD AT COLLEGE STATION
This unique project consists of a 12-Level cast-in-place flat slab parking garage with 2-levels of pool decks above which are wrapped
by student housing buildings. The student housing buildings are designed as tunnel forms and are being constructed by our client,
KD Construction.
KD Construction has over 25 years of experience with tunnel form projects and has projects on their resume from coast to coast. In
addition to the parking garage, McClone’s scope of work includes areas of conventionally formed slabs that tie into the tunnel forms
on the first 2-levels of the student housing buildings.
The McClone field team includes some of South Texas’ finest construction talent. Superintendent Fidel Coronado is responsible for
the overall project and Jesus Peinado, Superintendent, is overseeing McClone’s conventional forming operations. Luis Pequeno who
recently transitioned into his new role as Operations Manager – Field, started the project, laid the groundwork for its success, and
continues to support the project in his new role.
McClone was faced with the challenge of finding the right forming system that would minimize the need for crane time and allow the
tunnel forming operation to occur simultaneously. The system ultimately decided on was a hybrid version of the “Frame Trains”.
This “Hybrid Frame Train” system utilizes GBS 6’ frames, JR Beams, hinged frame connections, and truss joist tables. Like any new
system, once the bugs were worked out, it is cycling well and the field team has embraced the design.
The “Hybrid Frame Train” system was designed to accommodate the following project needs:

•
•
•
•
•

Enable us to cycle our material quickly, efficiently, and without support from the tower crane
Allow for a 10’ drive path without the need to post under JR beams for pours
Allows us to fold the legs up at the drive path but still support the construction loads above
Allow for forming around the staggered columns in the garage
Accommodate a 5-day form cycle

THE STANDARD TEAM
Superintendents: Fidel Coronado, Jesus Peinado
Carpenters: Julián Vargas, Francisco Tinoco, Rafael Mendoza,
Enrique Maldonado, Mariano Cortez, Wilson Escalante, Lucio
González, Francisco Hernández, Juan Hernández, José Leyva,
Daniel Loredo, Raymundo Martínez, Julio Martínez, Juan Mendoza, Roberto Rodríguez, Jhony Salinas, Manuel Salinas, and Joni
Tinoco
Laborers: Giovani Ávila, Oscar Castro, Christian Coronado, Marvin Hernández, Iván Martínez, Alexander Menjivar, Ever Acosta,
Rudy DeLeon, and Eriberto Murillo.
Many thanks go out to all involved with the success of this
unique project!
Mike Byron—STX Vice President

SHOWCASE

South Texas
M C C — C ONNECTS
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SHOWCASE

Corporate
CHANGES
The Corp Office has recently made some changes in duties/responsibilities that we would like to
highlight.
Michelle Wilcox (please see the Corp Showcase article) is moving to Texas, so many of her prior
duties/responsibilities are being taken up by other Corp Office TMs. For example, the following
Corp Office “Accounts Receivable” duties/responsibilities were formerly Michelle’s, but are now
Kelly Moore’s:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Assigning New Job Numbers
Making Bank Deposits
Assisting our Project Managers (PMs) in preparing Billing Documents for our Clients
Assisting our PMs with Collections
Obtaining Bonds for our clients
Recording Checks and Electronic Payments Received from our clients in Sage 300
Assisting PM’s in tracking Approved Change Orders from our clients
Providing Lien Releases for payments received to our clients
Notarizing Billings, Bonds and other Corp Documents
Obtaining and providing MCC Insurance Certificates for our clients
Providing W-9’s to our clients

“Please join with
the Corp Office in
supporting and
thanking our TMs
Kelly, Kim and
Nancy for stepping
up to these new
duties and
responsibilities!”

KELLY MOORE
Prior to this change, Kelly Moore has been primarily responsible
for Accounts Payable (processing invoices from and printing
checks for our subs and suppliers) for the following MCC Areas:
Northern California (NCA), Hawaii (HI) and Washington/Oregon
(WA).
In light of Kelly’s increased duties/responsibilities in Accounts
Receivable, Kim Crespo will now be responsible for Accounts
Payable for the NCA Area and Nancy Fang will assume the role
of backup/secondary Accounts Payable TM for all MCC Areas
(STX, CO, WA, HI, NCA and SCA).
Kelly Moore and Kim Crespo have been primarily working in
Accounts Payable for MCC’s Corp Office since August 2015 and
December 2013, respectively. Nancy Fang has been working
for MCC’s Corp Office in a variety of roles since February 2013.
Please join with the Corp Office in supporting and thanking our
TMs Kelly, Kim and Nancy for stepping up to these new duties
and responsibilities!
Ted Hoffman—Chief Financial Officer
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NEW PROJECTS
# - NAME

AREA

SCOPE

START/FINISH

FORM SYSTEM

1003—2401 Blake

CO

Package

APR 2017 / DEC 2017

Proshore

1004—1420 Oak Street

CO

Package

APR 2017 / NOV 2017

Proshore

1010—LBNL Interactive Genomics

CA

Form Only

SEP 2017 / MAY 2018

Handset

1012—Center St. Garage

CA

Form Only

JUN 2017 / MAR 2018

Garage beam System

1016—Broadcom

CA

Form Only

JAN 2017 / SEP 2017

Tables

1017—Church and Castro

CA

Form Only

JAN 2017 / OCT 2017

Proshore

1018—El Camino IMOB

CA

Form Only

SEP 2017 / JAN 2019

Garage Beam System

1021—Second and University

WA

Form Only

SEP 2017 / MAR 2018

HV

1022—Westminster Block B1-C

CO

Package

JUL 2017 / APR 2018

Proshore

1023—12th & Market

OR

Form Only

MAR 2017 / SEP 2017

HV

1024—SAAS-CUB

WA

Form Only

MAY 2017 / NOV 2017

HV/Gates

1025—Block 52 West

WA

Form Only

MAY 2017 / DEC 2017

HV

1026—South King St.

HI

Form Only

APR 2017 / JAN 2018

HV w/Perimeter Flyers

1027—Monarch Hotel

CO

Package

APR 2017 / DEC 2018

Proshore, Tables, High Load

1028—Block 25 East

WA

Form Only

AUG 2017 / OCT 2017

HV

1029—Block 25 West

WA

Form Only

OCT 2017 / DEC 2019

HV

1031—Block 31

WA

Form Only

AUG 2017 / JUL 2018

HV

1032—The Building Cure

WA

Form Only

AUG 2017 / AUG 2018

HV

1033—Santana Row

CA

Form Only

JUN 2017 / APR 2018

Tables

1034—Ascent Union Station

CO

Package

JUN 2017 / AUG 2018

Proshore, Perimeter Tables

1035—8th & Howell

WA

Form Only

FEB 2017 / APR 2018

HV

1036—E-320 Parking

WA

Form Only

SEP 2017 / AUG 2018

Steel Beam

1037—Expedia P2 Garage

WA

Form Only

JUL 2017 / AUG 2018

Steel Beam/Columns

1038—Block 57 East

WA

Form Only

JUL 2017 / FEB 2018

HV

1039—Charleston East

CA

Form Only

JUL 2017 / APR 2018

Proshore

1040—2010 SOLA

STX

Form Only

AUG 2017 / MAR 2018

Proshore

1041—1118 Nord Avenue Garage

CA

Form Only

JUL 2017 / OCT 2017

Proshore

1042—St. Joseph's Parish

CA

Form Only

OCT 2017 / JAN 2018

Handset

1043—UW CSE II

WA

Form Only

JUL 2017 / NOV 2017

HV

1044—2075 Broadway

CA

Form Only

OCT 2017 / JUN 2018

Proshore

1045—Oakland T12

CA

Form Only

JUL 2017 / MAR 2018

Proshore

1046—Chase Center Arena

CA

Form Only

AUG 2017 / JUL 2018

Proshore & Heavy Gang

1047—OCC Hyatt Regency

OR

Form Only

OCT 2017 / APR 2018

HV

1048—Seattle University Housing

WA

Form Only

SEP 2017 / JAN 2018

HV

1049—Dalles WWTP

OR

Form Only

JUL 2017 / OCT 2017

Shore X

1050—Maravilla at the Domain

STX

Form Only

OCT 2017 / JUL 2018

Proshore, Perimeter Tables

M C C — C ONNECTS
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TEAM MEMBER MILESTONES
TEAM MEMBER

AREA

DATE

Adel Regalado

NCA

07/24/2017

New to the Team

Project Safety Manager

Andre Lebich

NCA

05/30/2017

Assistant Superintendent

Superintendent

Barry Bonnifield

NCA

07/10/2017

Lead Carpenter

Carpenter Foreman

Chiloba Chirwa

NCA

06/26/2017

New to the Team

Project Engineer

Christy Williamson

NCA

01/30/2017

New to the Team

Administrative Assistant

Edgar Recinos

NCA

05/30/2017

Assistant Superintendent

Superintendent

Federico Barreto

NCA

07/17/2017

Carpenter

Lead Carpenter

George Brown

NCA

06/05/2017

New to the Team

Project Engineer

Gonzalo Mendez

NCA

05/22/2017

Carpenter

Lead Carpenter

Isaac Wong

NCA

12/02/2016

New to the Team

Project Engineer

Jeremy Tovera

NCA

07/31/2017

Lead Carpenter

Carpenter Foreman

Jesus Mejia

NCA

07/17/2017

Carpenter

Lead Carpenter

Joe Avignone

NCA

05/30/2017

Assistant Superintendent

Superintendent

Kyle Masciovecchio

NCA

05/30/2017

Assistant Superintendent

Superintendent

Lance Patchin

NCA

01/01/2017

Engineer

Engineer Manager

Mathew Moravek

NCA

11/14/2016

Safety Coordinator

Assistant Safety Manager

Quincy Dahm

NCA

03/06/2017

New to the Team

Project Engineer

Robert Zamora

NCA

05/30/2017

Assistant Superintendent

Superintendent

Salvador Valencia

NCA

07/17/2017

Lead Carpenter

Laborer Foreman

Thomas Miller

NCA

07/24/2017

Lead Carpenter

Carpenter Foreman

Zack Coleman

NCA

07/10/2017

Lead Carpenter

Carpenter Foreman

Michael Forsythe

WA

07/24/2017

Carpenter

Carpenter Foreman

Carlos Huerta

WA

06/12/2017

Carpenter

Carpenter Foreman

Taharka Vue

WA

4/17/2017

New to the Team

Project Engineer

Dan Mester

SCA

02/01/2017

Preconstruction Manager

Area Manager

Dillon Starrett

CO

08/01/2017

Operations Manager

Area Manager

Oscar Mata

CO

04/01/2017

Project Engineer

Engineer Manager

Luis Pequeno

STX

05/01/2017

Superintendent

Operations Manager, Field

Greg Sullivan

STX

08/01/2017

Project Engineer / Manager Engineer Manager
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TEAM MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
PHILLIP MILLS—SCA

WAYNE WALLACE—WA

Phillip Mills joined the Southern California MCC family in 2015
on the USC Village project in Los Angeles. Since this project,
he has worked on both the UCSD Grad Housing project in La
Jolla, and the East County Detention Center in Indio. Phillip
has demonstrated a wide range of skills, working on deck and
vertical crews, as well as taking an active role in jobsite safety.
Outside of work, Phillip has a passion for travel and will be
visiting his family in Belize this summer.
We’d like to thank Phillip for his hard work and dedication,
and look forward to his successful future with McClone.
Dan Mester—SCA, Area Manager

“Thank you Phillip for your hard work and dedication”

“Check out Wayne’s blog at waynewallace.wordpress.com “

Part time carpenter foreman; part time world renown climber,
Wayne Wallace has been a McClone Team Member for the
past 15 years and climbing for over 40. Wayne began climbing
around the age of 8 when he was first exposed to the idea and
has never looked back. He has logged hundreds upon hundreds of difficult climbs to become a highly respected climber
in the climbing community. His career as a climber has had its
fair share of run-ins with some scary situations. These experiences have truly made him value safety and have carried over
into his job at McClone. As a climb lead, his duties are to be
well prepared and ensure that his climbing partners complete
the climb safely; similarly, as a carpenter foreman, ensuring
that his team is well prepared and completes the job safely is
also his main goal and responsibility.
Wayne has really enjoyed and appreciated his time with
McClone. He notes that the flexibility they have had in allowing
him to come back after extended periods of climbing has been
awesome. “The culture at McClone is cool, they keep guys
busy and take safety much more seriously than any other
company I have seen.”
As for future plans and goals, Wayne plans to get a van, travel
more, climb more, and stay semi-retired. This article does not
do Wayne justice, so check out his blog at waynewallace.wordpress.com!
Adolfo Garcia– WA Project Engineer
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SPOTLIGHT
MICHELLE WILCOX—CORP.

Celebrating 7 years of hard work with McClone Construction,
Eliseo Montano has been a valued team member since June
of 2010. Over the years, Eliseo has greatly contributed to the
success of many Colorado projects. Work ethic is something
that comes naturally to Eliseo and his dedication doesn’t stop
at his eagerness to learn. Eliseo is committed to sharing his
knowledge and experience with fellow team members, leaving
a lasting impression on everyone he works with.
When Eliseo is not hard at work, he is busy being a husband
and a father of 2 children. Where will he be in 5 years? He
says his goal is to work hard every single day to soon become
a Superintendent for McClone.
When we asked one of our Superintendents about Eliseo he
said, “He is the epitome of what McClone is trying to accomplish. He is a dedicated individual who sees things differently,
and is always involved – If I could mass produce a guy like
Eliseo, I would.”.
Allison Balsley— CO Project Coordinator

If I could mass produce a guy like Eliseo, I would.”

“12 years with McClone”

Michelle Wilcox, one of the Corp Office’s longest tenured team
members, has been working for MCC since April 2005.
Michelle’s primary responsibility has been billing our clients
and then collecting/depositing the money that our clients pay
us.
Shortly, Michelle and her family (husband Rick and daughter
Hailey) will be moving to Texas because Rick, who is a Certified Prosthetist, has recently taken a new job working for a
company in Texas.
After her move, Michelle plans to continue working for MCC in
a different capacity. To start with, Michelle will be responsible
for digitally organizing MCC’s historical files – a huge undertaking for a company that has had over 1,000 construction
projects.
Ted Hoffman—Chief Financial Officer

M C C — C ONNECTS
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TEAM MEMBER SPOTLIGHT
JIM OGLETREE—NCA

TRAVIS SOARES-WHITE—HI

Jim started his career as an apprentice in 1985, joining
McClone in October 1989. His first project as Superintendent
was #404, Courtyard by Marriott in San Francisco. He has
worked in four different states – California, Nevada, Oregon
and Washington.
Career Project Spotlights: Most fun project – Gap Headquarters in San Francisco (#383) where the first self-climbing core
system was used in CA. Most recently he oversaw the Apple
Auditorium in Cupertino which used 60’ tall heavy gang panels.
Personal Spotlights: Father to two children and two grandchildren. He loves baseball (Go Cincinnati Reds!) so much he attends Spring training in Arizona every year. Jim recently bought
property in Bandon, Oregon where he plans to retire “in 29
more years and not a day longer.”
Jim is currently passing his endless wisdom and humorous
insight to the next generation of leaders as part of the Operations Collective and one of MCC’s most respected Superintendents.
Joey Coleman—NCA Field Operations Manager

“Jim is currently passing his endless wisdom and humorous
insight to the next generation of leaders”

“We are a family here and always are looking out for one
another.”

Travis Soares-White joined the MCC Team in 2015. A Carpenter of 9 years, he has transitioned into a leadership position
as Carpenter Foreman.
A family man, Travis enjoys spending time with his wife and
girls: Kalea (4) and Kaylie Jane (6mo.)
Travis stated, “Working for McClone is working on the formwork “A” Team! Our company is organized and plans for success. I like the daily challenges and the fast pace of high rise
work. I feel safe knowing my brothers have my back and I
have theirs. We are a family here and always are looking out
for one another.”
“I like his positive attitude and work ethic. He is a great candidate for a future leader in our company. He works smart, safe
and fast. “ (Garth Hess)
Jamie Pires—HI Administrative Assistant

M C C — C ONNECTS
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SPOTLIGHT

JULIAN VARGAS—STX
When Julian Vargas saw an opportunity, he knew what he needed to do.
Julian, originally from Mexico, started working with McClone Construction
as a Laborer in 2014.
Like many MCC Team Members, Julian’s opportunity presented itself after
his dedication and hard work were noticed. “What I love about this company is the opportunity that I have been given to learn and move up”.
Today, Julian is a Carpenter Foreman and is leading others with the hope
of becoming a Superintendent someday.
Julian started working in construction when he was 19 years old, and
within a couple of years he decided to come to the United States where
he met his wife and started a family. Julian and his wife Yecenia now have
three children, two boys and a girl. Julian takes pride in the fact that when
they are driving through the city he can tell his kids “look at that building
daddy made”.
We too are proud of Julian and are proud to call him a McClone Team
Member!
Mike Byron—STX Vice President

Check us out on the web!
http://mcclone.net/

“What I love about this company is the opportunity that I have
been given to learn and move up!”

MCC—CONNECTS is a quarterly
magazine/newsletter issued by
McClone Construction
Company.
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Company Development
“A BRIEF MCC HISTORY”
1 9 7 5 V E R S I O N 1 . 0 - Bill and Leslie McClone create McClone Construction
Built a large garage/warehouse on their property
Had an office in one of the rooms of the house
Goal was to build bridges but initial projects were small

1 9 8 0 V E R S I O N 2 . 0 - Joint Venture with CFC to provide formwork on the parking garage in Old Sac
1 9 8 2 — — — — — — Scot goes to work full time for MCC
Scot primarily worked in the Field, Estimating and Project Management

1984

— — — — — — Mark joins MCC full time and primarily worked in Engineering

1985

——————

1986

——————

1986
1987

——————
——————

1989 ——————
1 99 0 /9 1 ————
1992 ——————

Work was slow and Scot worked as an estimator for CFC
CFC asked MCC to take over some of the projects Scot had estimated
MCC contracts with Dinwiddie (Hathaway/Dinwiddie) to build a two level below grade parking
structure in S.F.
MCC also contracted with Dinwiddle to build a three-level garage in San Rafael
These two projects created multiple opportunities with other GCs.
Awarded a formwork contract for a mechanical tunnel under Intel in Folsom
Awarded the 10 level Sheraton (now Marriott) in Rancho Cordova
Southern California Expansion
MCC completes its last bridge project
Late 80’s early 90s – MCC had too much work and had problems executing the work
Started using CAD
Period of recession in CA
Purchase of first Garage Beam system
Purchase of new computer systems and Microsoft for the office ($25k)

1 9 9 3 V E R S I O N 3 . 0 - Scot and Mark purchase the company from Bill and Leslie.

1994
2001
2004

Weekly office meeting begin defining goals as a company; Organizational Structure,
Mission Statement, Commitments, Profit sharing, etc., Entire team was included, Focus
on field team – Upside down org chart, Superintendent PA became fully used, Office PS
system developed, TM vs Emp.
— — — — — — WA Expansion
— — — — — — Hawaii Expansion
— — — — — — Mid Atlantic Expansion

2005 VERSION
2008 ——————
2012 ——————
2013 ——————

4 . 0 - Offices separate into individual units
Colorado Expansion
Texas expansion
Mid Atlantic closed

2 0 1 4 V E R S I O N 5 . 0 - Scot and Mark McClone restructure the company leadership
As you can see from our history, change is a necessity if we
truly believe in living up to our commitment.

VERSION 6.0 is up to us!
M C C — C ONNECTS
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